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INTF.C3DUCTION

Two c?asses of superconducting materials, heavy electrcn supercon-
ductors (frequently referred to as “heavy fermion superconductor at’)l~ 2 and
superconducting oxides, 3 have attracted a considerable amount of attention
in recent years becaus~ of their extraordinary superconducting properties
which may be associated with an unconventional type of supcrconductitity.
During the past year, two types of oxides containing a rare earth slement
(or Yttriumj, an alkaline earth element, and copper, have been found to ex-
hibit superconductivity at high temperatures, one type at temperatures as
hig’h ae -100 K I The se spectacular developments have brought an unprec-
edented level of excitement and intensity to research on these new oxides
and re Iated mate ria).s.

The heavy electron materfals, compounds of a rare earth element
(csually c~ ) or an actinicle element (usually U), appear to have an enormous
density of states N(EF) at the Fermi level EF, as inferred from y, the co-
efficient of the electronic s ecific heat Cc! =

!
Y U’)T, which attains values as

large ao several J/mole-K for some mater{ ala at temperatures T c 1 K.

Alternatively, the electrons can bo viewed as having an immense effective
mass au large as ticveral hundred times th: maso of the free electron.
Since the specific heat jump AC at the superconducting transition tempera-
ture Tc is of the order of v(T=T~Te, the same heaw; electrons that are re-
sponsible fcr the large y in the nor”mal ot,~te are also involved in the super-
conductivity, The heavy elec+~c)n superconductors have low TC’U (< 1 K)
and, for such low Tc’s, ex+remely large upper critical magnetic fieldo IIC2.—— —- .

‘:’Departamento de Flslca, Ur.iwrs!clade !’ederal de F’ernambuco 50000,
Recife, Bra bi],

t-i3epartment of Phya!cs, Indiana tJniveroityl 131uominQton, IN 474(15,
*IBM A1.maden Rcoearch Center, 650 Harry Rd, , San Jose, CA 95120-601??,



with anomalous temperature dependence. Superconducting prope.-ties
such as the specific heat, thermal conductivity? magnetic field penetration
depth, ultrasonic attenuation rate, and nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate
have power law temperature dependence -Tn, where n is an integer,
suggesting that the se materials may exhibit anisotropic superconductivity
In which the superconducthg energy gap vanishes at points or lines on the
Fermi surface. 1 An especially intriguing possibility is that the aniso -
tropic superconductivity involves triplet-spin pairing of ?lectrons, 2 medi-
ated by paramagnon exchange, in analogy with superfluid 3He..,

Compared to the heavy electron superconci~ctors, the oxide super-
conductors have very low values of N(EF), as inferred from low values of
the electronic spIscific heat coefficient Y. As a re suit, the spe~ “fit heat
jump AC at Tc is very small and barely discernible in some of these
materials [e. g., the compound 3 Ba(Pbl-x Bix)03]. In the ‘70’s, super-
conductivity at moderately high temperatures was reported in two oxide
systemg, Lil-x Ti2ti04 with Tc -14 K [Ref. 4] and Ba(Pbl-xBix)03
with T= -13K [Ref, 5]. Recently, superconductivity at high tempera-
tures has been observed in two copper oxide compounds, La2-x~CuC)4-fi
(M= Ca, Sr, Ba) which has a maximum T= -40 K for h4 = Sr and x *
O. 15 [Refs. 6-9], and RBa2Cu307.6 which has a T= ~ 90 K for R = Y or
a rare earth element (except for Ce, Pr or Tb) [Refs. 10-14]. The un-
expectedly large values of Tc displayed by theee materials, e~pecially in
view of such low values of N (E F), has led to the speculation that the se
materials may display an unconventional type of superconductivity, per-
haps similar in nature to that of the heavy electron compounds.

The feature that is common to the heavy electron superconductors
and the high Tc superconducting oxides may be a magnetic mechanism
that is responsible for the formation of the superconducting electron pairs
(Cooper pairs). Such a magnetic pairing mechanism is, for example, in-
corporated in the “re scmating valence bond” (RVB) model that was recently

15 to account for the high Tc superconductivity of theadvanced by Anderson
new copper oxide materials. In the RVB model, the superconducting e lec -
tron pairs are identified with nearest neighbor pail s of CU2+ S = 1/2 elec-
trons in spin- singlet states, as a re suit of the super axchange interaction,
which become mobile when a eufficfent number of CU3+ ions are present,
Lines of zeroes of the superconducting energy gap on the Fermi surface
are al~o suggested which, along with the anti ferromagnetic correlations
involvjng the nearest-neighbor spin-singlets, may indicate a relationship
between the RVB and heavy electron superconducting states,

In the firrnt part of this paper, we briefly describe some of oui
effort~l to determine the type of pa{ring and pairing mechanisms that are
associated with the superconductivity of heavy electron materials by means
of HC2(T) measurements in Gal-doped (U1. xThx)Be13 alloy~. An account of
come of our recent work on the new hig}l Tc coppe:’ oxide ~upcrconcluctor~
is given in the second part of the paper.

UPPER CRITICAL MAGNETIC FIELD MEAsuIZICMEN~~ ON G~-D~pJ:IJ

(v~.x:rhx)Be13 ALLOYS

A striking Tc 1 ~f) f(lr ~l)cvs x phase diagram has been reported *
heavy electron systenl (U1.xTl~)llc~ s; Tr exhibits a nearly linear



decrease with x, a sharp minimum at Xmin * 0.017, a broad maximum at

‘rnax s O. 025, and a subsequent decrease with x. For compositions x
between ‘O. 017 and -0.04, two features have been observed in the spe-
cific heat, the upper one associated with the development of the supercon-
ducting state and the lower one corre spending to another phase transition
that occurs without destroying the superconductivity. 17 Two possible ex-
planations for the lower peak are that (1) it is associated with a second
superconducting phase with a different order parameter (in analogy with
superfluid 3He ), and (2) that it is due to the formation of an itinerant

electron antiferromagnetic state that coexists with superconductivity y.

We have made measurements of Tc as a function of pressure P on
the (U1.xThx)Be13 system for O s P S 12 kbar. 18 The results indicate
that there are two distinct superconducting phases in the (U] -xT&)Be 1s -
system, one in the region O S x < xmin (which we refer to as the A phase)
and the other at x > xmin (B phase), where xmin is a function of P. Un-
fortunately, the Tc (P ) measurements yielded no information about the
nature of the phase transition in the superconducting state that is re spon-
stble for the lower peak in the specific heat for x > xmin . .

In order to probe the nature of the A anu B superconducting phases
in pure and Th-dcped UBe13, we have carried out HC2(T) measurements
on (U1-xGdx)Be13 and [( U0,97 1Tho,029)1 -xGdx]Be13 alloys for various ,
values of x, the results of which are shown in Figs. l(a) and (b), respec-
tively. 19 The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether the A
and B superconducting phases respond differently to Gd3+ ions whose S =
7/2 spin~ would be expected to interact with the spins of the superconduct-
ing electrons via the exchange interaction. The data in Fig. 1(a) reveal
that the Gd impurities have a strong effect on the HC2 (T) curves for pure
UBe 13 (A phase) which becomes more pronounced with increasing concen-
tration of Cd. Specifically, the HC2 (T) curves develop an unusual “foot”
in low fields and are generally depressed in magnitude and slope in higher
fields. In contrast, the data in Fig. 1(b) show that the Gd impurities have
virtually no effect on the shape of the HC2 (T) curves for
(UOO971 ThOO~29)Be13 (B phase),

The HC2(T) curves of Cd-doped UBe13 reveal that the Cd spins h~ve
a strong destructive effect on the superconductivity of p~re UBe 1q . k
fact, the shapes of the HC2 (T! curves of the Gal-doped UBe13 samples can
be q“lalitativcly dencribed by the multiple pair breaking theory for a con-
ventional type II super conductor200 21 if the primary mechanism for
!%reaking” superconducting electron pairs is the Zeeman interaction of the
exchange field HJ associated with the Gd spins with the superconducting
electron spins. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) where the calculated HC2(T)
curves for HJ = O (solid lines) and HJ # ~ (dashed lines) are compared to
the data, The calculations of the HC2(T) curves, which will be described
elsewhere in detail, were based on the following parameters: spin-orbit
scattering parameter L so = 2fl/3n T*ok BTco = 10, where 7*0 is the spin-
orbit scattering lifetime; exchange interaction parameter J = 0,018 eV
[i. e., HJ(H, T)=xJ(gJ -l)< J>/2wB, where x is the concentration of
paramagnetic ions, gJ and J arc, respectively, the Lanrl& g-factor ancl
total angular momentum of the rare earth ion’~ Hund’s rule grounfl state] ,
and a temperature dependence of the orbital critical field Il~2(T) tliat was
chosen BO that the pair breaking t)~cory describes tlw IJC2(’I’) curve of pure 3
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Fig. 1, Upper critical field HC2 vs temperature for
(a) (~l. XGdX)Be13 and (b) [( Uoo971Tho,029) l-XGdx]Be13.
The lines are guides to the eye.

UJ3el~, The “foot” in the HC2(’T) curves could then result from. the aatura -

tlon of the Gd spins and, in turn, the exchange field and its “pair breaking”
effect, in low fields and at low temperatures. However, the calculated
HC2(T) curves in Fig. 2(a) do not describe the low field data very well, al-
tho~~gh the discrepancy can be reduced by including a molecular field con-
stant 9 as illustrated for the x = 1. 987~, data. Nonetheless, within the
Ilrnitations imposed by the c{mplifying assumptions that have been made,
the multiple pair breaking theory with HJ ~ O oeems to provide a 0ati9-
factory qualitative description of the HC2(T) data for Gal-doped UBe13.
Thus, the s{mple~t interpretation of the HC2 (T) measurements would Beem
to favor sfng]et-sp{n pairing, perhaps of d-wave character, or BW (Bali an-
I’Jorthemcr) type triple t-opin pairing of superconducting elactron~ in UDe 13.

The HC2 (T) curves of Gel-doped (U. 971 Tho,029)Be13 indicate that
the Cd opins have a negligible effect on th”e euper(:onduclivity of

(~Jo.971Thu,029)Bc]3~ This is deptctecl {n Fig. 2(b) where the data are
bust described by [he calculated ~lc 2(T) curves for }]J = 0. The {nsensi -
tiv{ty of the aupercon[luct!vltv of (Uo, 971 Them 029)13e13 to the Gcl exchan~c
field suggests iImt tills material may exhibit a qualitatively different typs 4
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Fig. 2. Upper critical field Hc2vs temperature for (U1-xGdx)Be13

‘and [( U0,97 lTho 029)1 -xGdx]Be13~ compared to the multiple
pair breaking th~ory for ~J = O (solid lines) and HJ # O
(dashed Ifnes).

of superconductivity, possibly involving ABM (Anderson- Brinkman-
Morel) type triplet-spin pairing of bUperCOIdUCthIg electrons. On the
otl)er hand, singlet- spin and BW type trfplet-spin superconductivity in
(uoo 971ThOo 029)Be13 would als~ be fnsen$ftfve to the Gd exchange field in
the presence of sufficiently strong spin-orbit scattering, although unphysi -
cally large values of Ago would be necessary ( As. ? 300, corresponding
to a spin-orbit scattering mean free path f so % O. 02 ~),

HIGH T= COPPER OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Recently, we have baen involved in a detailed study of the physical
properties of the RBa2Cu307-~ compaunds where R {s rare earth cle-
ment (except for Pm), in add{tion to YBa2Cu307. ~ . We found that all of
the compounds exhibit superconductivity, except for R = Ce, Pr and
Tb. 14)22t23 Shown in Figs, 3(a) and (b) are elect ~’ical resletivity 0, 5
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Electrical resistivity P , normalized to its value at
120 K (80 K for La) for RBa2Cu.j07-6 compounds with
(a) R= Y, La, Nd, Sm, Eu and ;Gd, and (b) R = Dy, Ho,
Er, Tm, Yb and Lu.

normalized to its value at 120 K (80 K for R = La), vs temperature data
for the superconducting RBa2Cu307- 6 compounds. The ratio of the room
temperature value of p to the value of p right above T= range a from
-1.3 for R = Dyto-3,3for R= Yb, and it increases when the sample
quality is improved. The superconducting transition temp~rature Tc ,
defined by the temperature at which p drops to 50% of its extrapolated
normal state value, is typically between 90 K ai~d 94 K, while the trans\-
tfon w+.dth ATC , defined by the temperatures at which CI clrops to 10ro ancl
9070 of fts extrapolated normal state value, js bvt~:een 2 K and 5 K, except
for La Ba2Cu307-6 for which T= x 60 K and Al”c ~ 11 K. In general, tl,c 6



. ..”.- ● ..”l. -&AAb --ALA p~==, a= lnalcateu by a larger reslstivity ratio, have
narrower transition widths, The particularly low T= for LaBa2Cu307- *
is consistent with other data, 24 althou ~ there is at least one report of a
T= onset of -90 K for this compound. f

-1Plots of the inverse susceptibility x vs temperature are pre-
sented in Fig. 4 for RBa2Cu307-~ compounds with R = Ce, Pr, Nd and Sm
and in Fig. 5 for RBa2Cu30.7- ~ cozx~pounds with R = Cd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er,
Tm and Yb. The lines in Figs, 4 amc’ 5 represent fits of the x(T) data
with.~.he sum of a constant Pauli - like contribution and a Curie-Weiss
term, i. e.,

x(T) = X. + Nwe;f/3kB(T- 9) (1)

where N is the Avogadro’s number, veff is the effective moment, and
e is the Curie-Weiss temperature. Values of X. , Ueff and e obtained
from fits of Eq. (1) to the x(T) data are listed in Table 1. The experi-
mental values of peff are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical
R3+ flee ion Hund’s rule values of Ueff , which are also given in Table 1.
The weakly temperature dependent Van Vleck susceptibility of
EUB~.2CU307-5 (not shown in Figs. 4 or 5) reveals that Eu is trivalent in
this compound with a J = O ground state. The magnetic susceptibility oi

the RBa2Cu307- ~ compountis of the ions R = Y, La and Lu with empty or
filled 4f electron shells can also be fitted by Eq. (l), yielding the value ~

‘f Xo? ~effs and 0 given in Table 1, although it is not clear whether
the Curie-Weiss contribution is due to magnetic impurities or is actually
an intrinsic behavior of the compounds.
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Fig, 4. Inverse magnetic susceptibility X-l vs temperature for
RBa2Cu307-6 compounds with R = Ce, Pr, Nd and Sm.
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Fig. 5. Inverse magnetic susceptibility y-1 vs temperature for
RBa2Cu307-6 compounds with R = Cd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er,
Tm and Yb.

Table 1. Magnetic Susceptibility of RBa2Cu307- b Compounds
“<=~0 + C/( T-e); C= N&f /3kB.

R XO (cm3/mole)X 10-4 ~effex(ll~) %@‘eff 0 (K)

Y 3.408 0.545 4.41

La 0.988 1.48 25.4
cc 10.03 2.16 2.54 22.6
Pr O. 986 2.94 3.58 -5.25
Nd 1.08 3.10 3.62 -9.64
Sm 1.18 1.32 0.84 4.98
Gd* 8.05 7.94 0
T%* 8.89 9.72 -52.4
Dy* 11,87 10.63 -27
Ho* 10.88 10.60 -17
Er++ 10,48 9*59 -12
Tm* 7.96 7.57 -37
Yb 25,6 3.48 4.54 -9,49

Lu 2.11 18.5

‘tOnly the Curie ..Weiss term C/(T-e) was used to fit Eq. (1) to the data,



UAAUVVLA LIA s lg. 0 are speclllc neat L divided by T vs T data-- for

the related compoumi Lal. 8Sr0. 2CU04- ~ in the range 0.5 K < T < 60 K.
Low field n~agnetization measurements revealed a superconducting transi-
tion with an onset at 38 K for this sample. 22 However, since C(T) iS
dominated by the lattice contribution near T= , it was not po ssfble to ex-
tract the change in the electronic specific’ heat due to the superconducting
transition from the data of Fig. 6, although the data do show a gradual
change of slope over -3 K near 35 K. The C/T data below T= (30 K <
T <35 K) and above T= (35 K < T < 4Z K) were then linearly extrapolated
to 35 K, respectively, and yielded a difference AC/Tc = 17 mJ/mole-I<2m
This value is comparable to the values obtained from other spec~f~c2~at
measurements on superconducting Lal. xSrx Cu04- b compounds. -
The lattice contribution Cl ‘ BT3 can be estimated from the low temper-
ature C(T) data where the exponentially activated superconducting con-
tribution becomes negligibly small. Shown in the inset of Fig. 6 is a plot
of C/T vs T2 at low temi’eratures which can be de scribed by the equation

. . C/T = y + f3T2 (2)

in the temperature range 1.5 K 5 T s 9 K with values for y and e of
3.35 mJ/mole-K2 and O. 256 mJ/mole-K4, respectively. We do not know
whether the non-zero y is associated with part of the sample that re-
mains normal down to the lowe S: temperatures, or whether it is an in-
trinsic feature of these extraordinary superconductors, e. g. , due to van-
ishing of the supeyconclucting energy gap over part of the Fermi surface.
The Debye temperature 0~ calculated from 9 equals 376 K. Another
fntere sting feature is the deviation of the specific heat from the ~T3
Debye behavior for T >10 K.

Shown in Fig. 7 are C/T vs T2 data for the 90 K superconductor
~Ba2Cu307-6 for T <60 K. The C/T VR T2 data at low temperatures

800~ 1 1 1 r , 1 1 , 1 ,
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6. Specific heat C divided by temperature T vs temperature
for La108Sr0,2Cu04-60 Inset: C/T vs T2 below 14 K.



Flotted in the lower inset of Fig. 7 can be described by Eq. (2) in the inter-
val 6 K s T S 12 K with the parameter vaiues y = 8.21 mJ/mole-K2 and
5 = 0.449 mJ/mole-K4. The value of 5 corresponds to a Debye tempera-
ture 9D Of 383 K, which is very close to 9D for Lal. 8Sr0.2Cu04-6. An
upturn in C/T for T ~ 6 K can be seen in the inset which may be associ -
ated with magnetic impurity phases in the sample. A plot in the upper in-
set of Fig. 7 of the difference AC between the C (T) data and the calcu-
lated C(T) according to Eq. (2! vs T reveals a small peak in AC(T) at
T EE2 K which is characteristic ot’ magnetic order. Two features of the
specific heat of YBa2Cu307. b are similar to those observed in the spe-
cific heat of Lal. 8%0. 2Gu0~. G, the non-zero y in the superconducting

3 Debye behavior for T >12 K.state and the deviation of C(T) from the PT

Shown in Fig. 8 are C(T) data for HoBa2Cu307-6, TmBa2Cu307- a,
and, for comparison, YBa2Cu307-6. The peak in C(T) for the Ho com-
pound at T = 5 K appears to be an electronic Schottky anomaly associated
with the crystalline electric field splitting of the H03+ J = 8 Hund’s rule
ground state. There is no trace of a Ho nuclear Schottky anomaly in the
C(T) data, which is often observed for Ho compounds, indicating that the
electronic ground st,ate of Ho is probably a nonmagnetic singlet. The C(T)
data for TmBa2 CU307- 6 have no distinguishable peaks at low temperature,
although the specific heat is ssveral times larger than that of YBa2Cu307-6
in this temperature region. The ground state of Tm in the crystalline elec-
tric field is probably a nonmagnetic singlet in this compound.

Upper critical field measurements in magnetic fields H of up to
9 tesla have %en ‘carried out on RBa2Cu307- b compounds where R = Y,
Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb. The se data were obta Ined by measuring
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Fig. 7. Specific heat C divided by temperature T vs T2 for
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Upper inset: AC vs T below 7 K (AC is defined in text). 10
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Specific heat C vs temperature for RBa2Cu307-6 com-
pounds with R = Ho, Tm and Y.

H on the resistive transition between the normal and super-
conducting dates. In Fig. 9 curves of p vs tern erature for various
applied f!elds are displayed for R = Tm and Y. 2 J From these resistivity
curves we extract the temperatures at which the re sistivity drops to O. 5
of the extrapolated normal state res{stivity for T $100 K; these tempera-
ture e vs the respective magnetic fields are plotted in Fig. 10 (square
symbols). If we use the slope of a straight l{ne drawn through these data
and make extrapolations based on the standard, three dimensional, type II,
d!rt y-limit Werthame r, He lfand, Hohenberg, and Maki (“YHHM)20 theory--
we obtafn the remaining portion of the curves illustrated in Fig, 10. ‘y
Curves for mfnimum (A~o = CD) and maximum (A~o = O) paramagnetic
limitation are shown, where X80 is the spin-orbit coupling parameter.
The extrapolations for R = Tin(Y) provide HC2 (T = O K) = 99-175 tesla
(60-71 tesla) with HC2 (T = 77 K) x 36 tesla (14 tesla). These extrapola-
tions do not take into account the temperature variation of the normal-
ctate electrical resist{ vityo 29 Included in this figure is the measnred30
upper critical field curve of PbGdo, 2MG~S8 with its present record of
HC2 (T=O K) CS60 tesla. Figure 10 represents a rather dramatic view of
the “new world of superconductivity” unfolded with the discovery of sup’sr -
conductivity in R13a2 CU307. ~ compounds.

The RBa2Cu307.6 compounds with R = Ce, Pr ad Tb apparently
lail to become superconducting because these F elements are not tri-
valent in this material. While PrBa2Cu307.5 forms in a tetragonal phase
closely related to the orthorhombic phase of YBa2Cu307.5, the Ce a~i~lTb
counterparts form in a quite different crystal structure, which has not yet
been identified. An attempt to substitute small amounts of Ce, Pr and Tb
for Y in YBa2Cu307.6 yielded multiphase samples for Ce and TtI substit\~-
tlons, and single phase Y1.x PrxDa2Cu307.5 Compouncls for Pr substitu-
tions. Measurements of p(T) in Y1-x Prx Ba2Cu307.6 (O s x s 0.6) 11
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Fig. 9. Normalized resistivity p vs temperature for TmBa~Cu307- ~
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O and 9 T.

compounds (not shown) reveal a gradual transition from metallic to scmi-
conducting behavior as Pr is substituted for Y. The resistive supercon-
ducting transition curve a broadened considerably upon substitution of Pr
for Y, ●nd Tc was depressed from 93 K at x=O to 34 K at x=O, 5, as
shown in Fig. 11, where the data polnt~ indicate transition midpoints and
the vertical bars were taken between 10 and 90% of the resistive transition
from the normal to the superconducting state.

Measurements of the electrical resistance under quas{-hydrostatic
pressures to 150 kbar were performed on YBa2Cu307-5, and a plot of the
normalized resistance R/R (120 K) vs T at several pressures is ohown {n
Fig. 12. The onset of the resistive transition from the normal to the super-
conducting state increases from --95 K at 8 kbar to --106 K at 149 kbar.
This result suggests that yet higher valueti of Tc may be attainable in these
oxides and related systems at ambient pressure.

12
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